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A story about a group of 16 - 18 year olds is an unusual entry in the pages of the ICC Annual and it 
was something of an inspiration that led veteran ICC member Gerry Donovan to suggest that such 
a crew could join with the ICC 85th Anniversary Cruise on board the sail training schooner Spirit of 
Oysterhaven. It is a feature of Sail Training, particularly among the Tall Ships, that youngsters are 
encouraged to get their first experience of life at sea with support from bursary foundations.  With 
an eye to developing the cruising experience among young people the ICC generously awarded 
bursaries to eight youngsters from Cork who came from a variety of backgrounds and levels of 
physical ability.!!
Joining in Glandore, with the prospect of meeting up with the ICC fleet as they made their way 
down along the coast from their raft up in Courtmacsherry converging on Sherkin Island, the crew 
spent the first morning getting familiarised with Spirit, stowing their gear, learning the locations of 
safety equipment and practicing emergency drills under the direction of skipper Oliver Hart. We 
slipped the mooring under Kilfinnan Castle and gently slid out the bay in glorious sunshine and a 
light southwesterly, rounding up head to wind once clear of Adam Island and getting up both mains. 
Being a Marconi rigged schooner - that’s to say two triangular mains, the larger one aft of the two - 
has its advantages for sail training, allowing for two teams to be engaged in the process of 
hoisting, and encouraging a hint of competition to ensure a speedy hoist! As a shakedown sail it 
was certainly a gentle experience and everyone got a chance to helm and tack as we made our 
way along the coast introducing the crew to some elementary pilotage as we entered the magical 
harbour of Castletownsend and dropped anchor off the pier, lying a couple of boat lengths away 
from Brian and Eleanor Cudmore on Ann Again.  With energy still to burn, under the direction of 
our 1st Mate, Owen Boyden, crew members Adrian and Kieran set up the spinnaker pole as a 
swing and launched off the bowsprit swinging in a wide arc before releasing in a variety of 
spectacular dives and bombs. Gerry meanwhile prepared the first of many a great dinner for us all.!!
After a brief stroll ashore and a quick visit to O’Donovans shop we prepared for sea and the 
dynamic duos outdid each other in a synchronised sail hoist and we glided out of Glandore harbour 
under clear blue skies, a sparkling sea and a fresh north westerly wind, which gave us the benefit 
of cruising along at a comfortable eight knots over a flat sea.  The conditions were so benign that 
we thought a lunchtime stop in Barlogue Creek would be an option and under the lee of Bullock 
Island we dropped sail and slowly nosed our way into the narrow channel that leads on up to Lock 
Hyne. With one other yacht at anchor in the bay we weren’t left with much room, so we hung off 
the anchor facing into the northerly breeze, leaving skipper on anchor watch while the crew went 
upriver in the rib to explore the rapids and take a walk around the shore of the Loch. Conditions 
were just right for sailing out of the creek, so once we had the anchor up we stopped the engine 
and hoisted the staysail to allow her to peel round and slowly pilot our way out of the creek and into 
open water.  Not wanting to spoil the experience we rounded up under sail, getting both mains up, 
and bearing off along the coast towards Baltimore soon getting up to 9 knots in the fresh northerly 
breeze. Of course by now we are spoilt by the conditions and were unwilling to either bear away 
and lose the exhilaration of the close fetch, or to turn on the engine and spoil the sound of the wind 
in the rigging and splash of sea along Spirit’s side, so we headed for the narrow gap between 
Spain Point and Carrigatrough, the innermost of the Kedges. The was an awed silence in the 
cockpit as the channel narrowed to what appeared no more than a boat’s length and the wind that 
had been powering Spirit along suddenly died, then headed us, the genoa flapping uselessly and 
threatening to back. Our boat speed slowed to a knot or two and we were borne forward only by 
the ebb tide, a little too close to the rocks for comfort but not close enough to warrant flicking the 



engine switch where my finger was anxiously hovering. And then as suddenly as it has died and 
headed, the wind veered and filled the genny, the rig stiffened and Spirit surged forward into clear 
water. A collective sigh of relief was registered in the cockpit followed by much cheering and 
clapping for Owen who had piloted Spirit through. We then set a course for the south harbour of 
Cape Clear, where we anchored for the night going ashore to explore the island and catch up on 
the ignominious defeat of Brazil in the World Cup semi final.!!
Val Moran on Sattwa was the only other ICC cruise yacht to anchor in the bay and after some 
friendly banter between the yachts in the morning we were soon on our way bound for the Fastnet. 
Despite the apparent calmness of the water by the time we arrived at the rock there was already a 
swell which prevented us making a landing by rib, but we took advantage of the photo 
opportunities with crew members at the helm with the Fastnet in the background and made our 
way back towards Baltimore Harbour and the anchorage to the east of Sherkin Island, where we 
had been invited to join the ICC barbecue and meet the rest of the crews.  What a welcome we got 
from everyone and Peter introduced us and crew members Bailey and Eabha both made short 
speeches thanking the ICC for their sponsorship of the voyage. Eabha’s speech in particular 
touched many a heart, as suffering from the debilitating effects of cerebral palsy she had overcome 
many challenges in her life and being given the opportunity to sail on board Spirit was a privilege 
that she greatly appreciated. The Islander’s Rest laid on an amazing seafood barbecue and 
desserts the like of which you’d never get at home!  Everyone was on such a high by the time we 
arrived back at the boat we all went for a midnight swim.!!
We had been joined in Sherkin by Georgina, who had sailed with us before to the Tall Ships in 
Dublin in 2012. Challenged by the height restriction associated with achondroplasia Georgina is a 
great sailor having competed both in the recent World Disabled Championships in Kinsale and the 
World Dwarf Championships in the United States. Under her careful helming we negotiated the 
narrow channels to the North of Sherkin, emerging out into Long Island Bay and an easy reach into 
Schull.  This was Gerry Donovan’s territory and our young crew were fascinated as Gerry regaled 
us with stories of life among the islands over 50 years ago.!!
Ashore in Schull we found crepes and ice cream, then met up with some local lads and had a 
game of soccer. Our victorious crew made their way back to the boat, where Muireann and Andrew 
had cooked up spaghetti carbonara, for a final swing and swim and thrilled to be joined by the 
inquisitive harbour porpoise. (Sad to read later that this dolphin died as a result of a plastic ring 
caught on its beak, despite valiant efforts of local wildlife photographer Sheena Jolley, to rescue it.) !!
A still sky and heavy mist greeted us in the morning and we motored out through through Long 
Island Sound, counting and identifying the islands and rocks as they emerged eerily through the 
mist and making our way slowly and carefully across Toormore Bay to Crookhaven where we 
found ourselves in the company of more ICC yachts plus some yachts on the OCC cruise. We 
stopped off at Crookhaven for a lunchtime break and raising anchor at the same time as Nigel and 
Heleen Lindsay Finn on board Eleanda, we sped out the harbour together taking a sharp right 
through Alderman Sound and set our course for the Mizen.  By this stage all our crew members 
were adept at sail handling and everyone was contributing to the steady rhythm of the cruising life, 
from helming to deck work, preparing food, cleaning, washing and enjoying the exhilaration of 
experiencing Ireland’s stunning coastline from the vantage point of the sea.!!
We rounded Mizen, then Sheep’s Head and sailed across Bantry Bay into Castletownbere before 
dropping sail and rounding up into the quiet anchorage outside Lawrence Cove.  A good number of 
ICC yachts had made their way into the pontoon, but given our size and the tide we elected to stay 
at anchor and we fired up the barbecue on the push-pit and enjoyed a sticky fingers feast of 
chicken, ribs and burgers.!!
After an early start we headed into Adrigole Harbour where we were greeted by an old friend Gail 
MacAllister, who with her husband Niall ran a successful sailing school from the boathouse on the 
pier.  Donning wetsuits and snorkels Kieran, Adrian, Zoe and Muireann swam across to the islands 



to play with the locals, this time seals, and were rewarded with some great shots on their 
underwater Go Pro camera!  Dinner in Glengarrif was beckoning so after lunch we weighed anchor 
and lazily ran the length of Bantry Bay under goose winged main and genoa, eventually rounding 
up into a sudden north westerly squall just as we drop anchor in the company of Michael 
Craughwell’s impressive Orchestra and the beautiful Eleanda.  Hot showers for Gerry and Oliver, 
cold swims for the crew, and after donning our shore going finery we were collected by ferry and 
transported to the Eccles Hotel, the venue for the 85th Anniversary dinner. Left aboard to fend for 
themselves the crew mutinied.  Having been scheduled to leave the boat the following morning 
they decided that they would much prefer a night sail and passage back to Oysterhaven, so on 
arriving back on board at midnight we raised anchor and under a bright full moon set out along 
Bantry Bay on our night voyage back to Oysterhaven.!!
Asked about what they liked the most here are some of the comments:!!!
“The night sail was awesome,” Adrian!!
“I loved sailing into Barlogue Creek and exploring Loch Hyne”, Claire!!
“Learning all the different ropes and how to operate winches”,  Bailey!!
“For me swimming with the seals was the best bit”, Muireann!!
“Back flips off the swing!”, Kieran!!
“Going ashore and exploring the islands”, Zoe!!
“All the sailing theory I had learnt in dinghies suddenly all made sense when I needed to navigate 
from one place to the next. I feel better prepared for my forthcoming Instructorship”, Andrew!!
“Nothing comes close to the thrill of helming a 70foot yacht at full tilt!”, Eabha!
ClaireAndrew!
The young crew were unanimous in saying “The friendships we made on this voyage on Spirit of 
Oysterhaven will last forever”.!!
Thanks to the ICC for making this happen.!!
Oliver Hart !!


